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Robert and Adrian Fuchs with their gigantic Alpha Jets: 1:2.58 scale, 110 kg weight (242lb) and

two JetCat P400’s each! Their formation flights were spectacular.

A partial view of the crowd!

Jet Power 2018

It was all change for the 2018 JetPower

show, as after 15 years at the pretty air-

field above Bad Neuenahr, it had moved

some 250 miles southeast to a new site

at the Genderkingen airfield just outside

Donauwörth, in the state of Bavaria,

which itself is in the southeastern part of

Germany. As well as the new site, there

was a new team running the event, with

Winnie Ohlgart passing this heavy

responsibility on to Emmerich Deutsch

of PowerBox fame. Given the new loca-

tion, both the U.K. and Italian editorial

teams decided to fly to the show this

year, and this proved to be very strai-

ghtforward, landing at Munich and then

hiring a car for the drive to the event,

which took just over an hour.
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First impressions when arriving were

very positive, with good organisation of

the car parking and the two public

entrances, one at each end of the site,

minimising the distance visitors had to

walk to and from their cars. The airfield

has a single main runway, which is wider

than that at the old site, and thankfully it

is also level, whereas the old site had a

runway that dropped away at both ends,

which occasionally caused some pro-

blems to pilots that overshoot with fla-

meouts! One very obvious difference

was the move from two trade halls to a

single hall this year, albeit one that was

no less than 210 metres (689 feet) long

and of even higher quality than at pre-

vious events. Other improvements inclu-

ded a large light and audio rig suspen-

ded from a crane over the show centre,

which got rid of the problem of having

loudspeakers at intervals along the fli-

ghtline, these often varying from deafe-

ning to barely audible depending on

where you were standing – the suspen-

ded audio rig enabled a very even

sound level wherever you stood.

Compared to the shows I am used to in

the U.K., the food range, quality and

price at JetPower has always been

extremely impressive, but this year it

was even better than in the past, with a

huge variety of superb cuisine on offer,

and at prices that compare very favoura-

bly to the U.K., even at the current poor

exchange rate.

The weather during the show ranged

from warm but overcast for most of

Friday, with just a few sunny intervals,

through a much sunnier day on the

Saturday, to unbroken wall to wall sun-

shine on the final day, with just a gentle

breeze blowing for much of the time.

It appeared that several of the compa-

nies that used to regularly exhibit did not

have stands this year, possibly the new

location making attendance more diffi-

cult, but to balance this there were a

number of other companies present for

the first time. As per usual JetPower is

truly international, with enthusiasts from

around the world travelling to take part

and enjoy the event, there being the

usual very large contingent from the

U.K., however there appeared to be

many more Italian visitors than in the

past, as well as a significant number

from the USA.

As far as the show itself there appeared

to be three main themes this year: an

increasing number of small to mid sized

models suitable for 45 to 120 Newton

turbines, some exceptionally accurate

mid to large scale models, and a handful

of truly enormous models, which

although show stoppers, are unlikely to

be regularly seen outside of the show

circuits.

As per previous JetPower show articles,

this report will focus on the new products

seen, and it can be assumed that these

are all available from the supplier at the

time of writing unless otherwise stated.

To make finding information as simple as

possible the company listing has been
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Schuebeler demonstrated how their EDF can effortlessly power a big sport jet such as the Natrix from Paritech

BVM’s big 1:5.5 scale F-18C showed its great flying characteristics in Franco di Mauro’s hands.

Markus Rummer put on a great show as usual with his CARF Mephisto
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Stephane and Francis Laurens’ big Falcon 2000 is so realistic! The French father and son duo
designed this fabulous replica of the business jet which is now being produced by Paritech
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split into aircraft, turbines, EDF systems,

accessories and electronics categories

with the companies in these categories

then being listed alphabetically. In this

issue we'll focus on the new aircraft, with

the remaining products being featured in

the next issue.

Ace Composites displayed their Sagan

and F-5 models this year, both being, as

the company name suggests, of fully

composite construction. The Sagan

(photo 1) has a wingspan of 2500mm

(98”) and length of 2800mm (110”),

having a dry weight of 17Kg (37.4lb) and

using turbines of 180 to 220 Newtons

thrust. The new F-5 (photo 2) is 1:5th

scale, and has a wingspan of 1550mm

(61”) and length of 3000mm (118”) whilst

the weight of the model when fully fuelled

is 19.5Kg (42.9lb), requiring a turbine of

160 to 180 Newtons for power. Notably,

both models are supplied complete with

air operated retracts, fuel tanks, and tail-

pipe as standard, the F-5 having retracts

produced by Airtech in Germany, whilst

the Sagan retracts are from the Chinese

company JP, with all the hardware being

manufactured in Germany.

www.facebook.com/Acecomposites

Airworld have for the last two years

displayed their enormous 1:3 scale F-

104 Starfighter, initially just the fuselage

plug, then the painted airframe the follo-

wing year, well this year the finished

model was on show, both on the stand

and in the air (photo 3). This hugely

impressive model is no less than

5780mm (228”) mm in length and has a

wingspan of 2500mm (98”); we under-

stand the the first customer for this

incredible aircraft has now received his

F-104. As we mentioned in last year's

report, the F-104 is available to special

2
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JET POWER 2018

order only, and is supplied complete

with cockpit, landing gear etc; the fini-

shed model is expected to weigh around

50Kg, and it requires turbines of betwe-

en 400 and 500 Newtons thrust.

www.airworld.online.de

AW Laser Design was back again this

year, with the highlight being a new BAe

Harrier of all built up construction (photo

4), taking full advantage of laser cut

components to produce a light but

strong structure, although a fibreglass

fuselage version will be an option when

the model becomes available in early

2019. Prototypes have already been

flying with full VTOL capabilities, and

both this and a conventional forward

flying only version will be produced.

Following the Harrier will be a SAAB

Viggen, which is hoped to be available

during 2019.

www.awlaserdesign.be

AZ Aerosports were displaying a single

example of the new Elite Aerosports

Havoc SS (photo 6), this being a smaller

version of their very successful Havoc

aerobatic jet. With a wingspan of

2160mm (85”) and length of 2560mm

(101”), the Havoc SS is designed for tur-

bines of 160 to 190 Newtons thrust, and

weighs 15.4 to 16.8Kg (34 to 37lbs) dry.

Of all composite construction, the Havoc

is exceptionally strong, as was proven

by how it was flown by Pablo Fernandez

(photo 7) during the display flights, the

way the model was thrown around was

truly awe inspiring, with some of the

manoeuvres being incredibly severe

tests of the airframe, which seemed to

shake all this off as routine. Available in

a wide range of colour schemes, the

Havoc SS can be supplied with either air

operated or electric retracts, and comes

with a stainless steel tailpipe and 5.5

Litre fuel tanks, whilst a wide range of

options are available, including a

custom wire harness, smoke tank, and

wing, tail and fin bags.

www.azaerosports.com
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CModels Bruno Cavuto was one of the first model jet manu-

facturers to use Airex in his airframes, thus reducing weight

whilst achieving the same structural strength as other, heavier

materials had provided. This year the company showed the

new full Airex version of his very successful 2 metre (78”) MB-

339 (photo 8), this now being even lighter. The same new

technology and materials have also been adopted for the

similar sized Hawk (photo 9).

www.cmodels.it

Composite ARF had an extremely nice

example of the v2 version of their 1:4.8

scale A4 Skyhawk (photo 10) on display

on their large stand, this being a redeve-

loped version of the original A4 from

around ten years ago, which at the time

was only sold in very small numbers as

it did not have a effective set of retracts.

Following a great deal of redesign and

development work the new version is

fully engineered and in production, and

includes features such as electric

retracts with a clever scale extendable

noseleg. The model has a wingspan of

8

9
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1730mm (68”) and length of 2680mm

(106”), with a dry weight of around 20Kg

(44lb) and requiring a turbine of 160 to

200 Newtons thrust – fuel tanks, ordnan-

ce and scale cockpit to suit are all availa-

ble and the model can be supplied in the

popular Blue Angels colour scheme or in

silver, for the owner to paint in any sche-

me required. As a custom order in limited

quantities, a full museum scale detailing

and paint job of "Lady Jessie" (photo 11)

will be available too.

Also new is the UltraFlash EVO (photo

12), which is of course an improved and

updated version of the very popular

UltraFlash – optionally available in ARF-

Plus format, with pre-installed landing

gear, lightweight tailpipe, larger main

fuel tank and new R/C and equipment

board. Also available is a PNP version

which includes 8 pre-installed high qua-

lity brushless servos, all wiring and

plumbing completed and canopy glued

into place, leaving only turbine, receiver

and battery installation before the model

is ready to fly. With a wingspan of

1800mm (70”) and length of 2065mm

(81”) and weight of 10-13Kg (22 to

28.6lb), the Ultraflash EVO can accom-

modate a wide range of turbines, from

80 to 160 Newtons in thrust.

www.carf-models.com

Dutch RC Kits displayed two new

models (photo 13), both designed for 70

Newton turbines or 110-120mm EDF

units, running on 10-12 cells. The first of

these is a F-86 Sabre with a wingspan

of 1580mm (62”) and length of 1535mm

(60”), the second being a Eurofighter

Typhoon with a wingspan of 1220mm

(48”) and length of 1577mm (62”). Both

models are supplied as short kits, com-

prising fibreglass fuselage, cockpit

hatch and wing pan, clear canopy and

ply fuselage formers plus balsa wing

ribs. Options include a wood pack con-

taining spars and wing skins, retracts

and R/C components.

www.dutchrckits.com

Enata had a very impressive display on

their stand this year, not only showing a

superb example of their amazing SR-71,

but also their 1/7th scale F-8E Crusader,

plus three new models. The first of these

was an all composite (of course) F-84F

Thunderstreak of 1:5 scale, with a win-

gspan of 2050mm (80”) and length of

2620mm (103”). Designed to be powe-

red by turbines of 100 to 140 Newtons,

the Thunderstreak weighs around

12.5Kg (30lb) dry. Extremely impressive

was the new 1:3.8 scale F9F-8 Cougar

(photo 14), which showed beautiful sur-

face detail across its 2770mm (109”)

wingspan and 3280mm (129”) length.

Depending on the specification selected

the Cougar can be kept under 20Kg

(44lb) dry, and between 26 and 28Kg

(57.2 and 61.6lb) fully fuelled, being

powered by engines from 220 to 400

Newtons. Available at the time of writing,

the Cougar is exceptionally accurate,

and uses the same control surfaces as

per the full size aircraft, these including

a radio trimmable tailplane with conven-

tional elevators as well as having no

ailerons as such, instead having spoi-

lers on the upper surface of the wing

panels, these opening upwards only,

whilst the large inboard flaps move

down independently in opposition to the

spoiler on the other wing, thus the spoi-

ler and flaps act as the roll control. What

appears to be a very small aileron on

the left wing is in fact purely a trim tab.

15
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Shown as a fully moulded airframe was

a very nice 1:5th scale F4D Skyray

(photo 15), this being developed in con-

junction with Mark Frankel, the designer

of the very successful 1:7 scale Skyray

that emerged back in the days of I/C

ducted fan power. Again exhibiting

superb surface detail, there was plenty

of interest in this unusual and attractive

model, which is expected to be available

in late spring 2019.

www.enata.com

Fantastic Jets showed a plug for a

large Mako a couple of years ago, this

year finally showing the completed

model on their stand (photo 16). Built to

1:3.8 scale, the Mako is expected to be

available by the time this report is publi-

shed. To be available in either single or

two seat versions, two versions of the

model will be offered, for either EDF or

turbine power, the aircraft having a win-

gspan of 2100mm (83”), length of

3600mm (142”) and expected to weigh

between 22 and 25Kg (48.4 and 55lb).

www.fantastic-jets.com

Fei Bao are regular show attendees and had a number of

their all composite models on show, however the two latest

models were not on display, these being a Su-27 and

Chengdu J-10B (photo 17). Taking the J-10B first, this is 1:5

scale, with a wingspan of 1880mm (74”) and length of

3130mm (123”) and will be available by the time this article is

published. Designed to be capable of full 3D performance

whilst forgoing none of the scale details, the J10B weighs only

21Kg (46.2lb) wet, including 5 litres of fuel and a KingTech K-

260G turbine, so an impressive performance should be the

result! The Su-27 is scaled to around 1:6.4, having a win-

gspan of 2280mm (90”) and length of 3380mm (133”) and is

slated for release during 2019, more details will be released

closer to the production date.

www.fbjets.com

Final Modellbau/Global Jet Club had two new Jet Legend

models on their stand this year, the first of these being a new

all composite 1:5.5 F-18C (photo 18), which is available in

both ARF and PNP versions and in a number of different

colour schemes. Designed to be powered by either one 250

Newton turbine or two 100 to 120 Newton turbines, the F18C

has a dry weight of around 19Kg (41.8lb), a wingspan of

2130mm (84”) and length of 3100mm (122”). Also new is a low

cost 1:8 scale F-16 (photo 19), which has a composite fusela-

ge combined with built-up and film covered flying surfaces.
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Available as a PNP model only, the F-16

comes with air retracts and gear/door

sequencer, HV servos, tailpipe, fuel tank

and header tank all installed, so that the

new owner simply as to install their own

turbine, receiver and batteries. With a

wingspan of 1400mm (55”) and length of

1800mm (71”) the F-16 is designed for

turbines of 60 to 100 Newtons, and will

be available by the time of writing in two

colour schemes, the well known

Thunderbirds and the Edwards Air

Force Base scheme.

www.final-modellbau.de

www.globaljetclub.com

Grumania had an unfinished but very

nicely produced prototype of their new

1:16th scale all composite Boeing 737-

800 airliner on display this year (photo

20), the model being suitable for either 2

x 90mm EDF power units or turbines

from around a minimum of 3.0Kg (6.6lb)

thrust. Expected to be available during

summer 2019, the 737 has a wingspan

of 2230/2295mm (88”/90”) and length of

2480mm (98”) with an expected all-up

weight of 9.5 to 10.5Kg (20.9 to 23.1lb).

Retracts to suit the 737 will also be avai-

lable at the same time as the model.

Also new was a larger size of their popu-

lar scale hinge band for gear doors and

hatches, this being 14mm in width

(photo 21).

www.grumania.com

JET POWER 2018
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Philippe Gey’s gigantic turbine powered Paritech Fox.

A highly detailed A-10 taxies onto the runway

Nico Gastaldi hovering his CARF J-10 powered by a Jet Italia turbine
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ting, and due for release by the end of

2019 is a Turbo Raven, designed to use

the JetCat SPT5 turboprop unit, having

a wingspan of 2420mm (95”) and length

of 2190mm (86”), the dry weight being

9Kg (19.8lb)

www.mibomodelli.com

Minijets displayed three new models on

their stand this year (photo 25), the first

of these having been shown as a moul-

ded airframe only last year, this being

the a small F-104 Starfighter. Now com-

pleted and in production, the demand

has been such that orders placed at the

show could not be supplied until the end

of 2018. Designed for either turbine

power using a 35 to 50 Newton turbine,

or EDF using a 90mm diameter unit, the

model weighs around 5Kg (11lb) ready

to fly – retracts etc are all available to

suit. Also shown was a redevelopment

of the BAe Hawk that Graupner used to

supply, which has had a huge amount of

scale detail added. Scaled at 1:5.5, the

Hawk has a wingspan of 1880mm (74”)

and length of 2370mm (93”), with the

ready to fly weight being around 12.5Kg

AUTHOR & PHOTOGRAPHER: RCJI STAFF
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Kingtech Luxembourg displayed two

new aircraft from JMP, the Felix sport jet

and MB339 scale model, both aircraft

being fully composite and available now.

The Felix (photo 22) is of 2200mm (87”)

wingspan and length, and weighs

around 9.0Kg (19.8lb) dry when fitted

with a KingTech K-85 turbine, this model

having a fibreglass fuselage and built up

wooden wings etc, these being film

covered. The MB339 (photo 23) is of

fully composite construction, available in

three colour schemes (all grey MLU as

in the picture, Frecce Tricolori and a

camo one), and has a wingspan of

1800mm (71”) and length of 1850mm

(73”), whilst the dry weight is around

7.7Kg (16.95lb), requiring a turbine of 60

to 85 Newtons thrust. The MB339 is

available as a PNP model, with metal

geared servos, electric retracts, fuel

tank & UAT, door servos and tailpipe

already fitted.

www.kingtechturbine.lu

Mibo Modeli were back at JetPower for

the first time in some years, with a large

stand displaying several of their large

scale jets, as well as the fuselage moul-

ding for an enormous new 1:4 scale A-

10 (photo 24). Designed for 2 x 250

Newton turbines, the A-10 is 4060mm

(160”) long, and has a wingspan of

4380mm (172”), with an expected dry

weight of around 70Kg (154lb) – the fuel

capacity of this model is no less than 15

Litres (3.3 Gallons)! Under development

and with an expected release date of

early to mid 2019 is an A-6E Intruder to

1:5.5 scale, this model having a win-

gspan of 3050mm (120”) and length of

3100mm (122”). The dry weight is

expected to be around 21Kg (46lb) and

2 x 100 to 120 Newton turbines are

required. Almost ready at the time of wri-

18
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(27.5lb), requiring a turbine of around

100 Newtons thrust, and is expected to

be available during 2019. Last of the

new models was a nice Mirage 2000C,

again for either turbine or EDF power.

Having a wingspan of 1200mm (47”)

and length of 1500mm (59”), the Mirage

has a flying weight of around 3.5Kg

(7.7lb) and requires a turbine with a

thrust level of 24 to 45 Newtons, or a

90mm EDF unit running on 6 cells.

www.minijets.de

Mugu Models were another JetPower

debutant this year, displaying their large

and impressive ¼ scale MiG-15 (photo

26). Of all composite construction and

having an external appearance that

displayed all of the lumps and bumps

that 1950’s Soviet jets seemed to exhi-

bit, the MiG-15 has a dry weight of 18Kg

(39.6lb), whilst both the wingspan and

length are 2400mm (94”). Designed to

suit 140 Newton thrust turbines, the

model is supplied complete with electric

retracts, Kevlar fuel tank, tailpipe and

scale cockpit, the demand being such

that at the time of writing there was a 6-

9 month wait for new customers.

www.facebook.com/mugumodels

Osvy Model, along with their usual

array of composite made tanks, tailpipes

etc, this year entered the kit producers

arena by introducing the new Swift S-1

all composite glider, developed in colla-

boration with Alewings (photo 27A). This

aerobatic glider may be used as a pure

glider or be electric powered, utilise an

EDF unit or...obviously, a turbine! (photo

27B) Being 1:3 scale the Osvy Model

Swift S-1 has a wingspan of 4250mm

(167"), length of 2220mm (87.4") and

weighs around 11Kg (24.2 lb). The Swift

is available in all white, with the servo

leads for the wing servos being pre-fit-

ted, requiring just the wing to fuselage

connectors fitting.

www.osvymodel.it

Paritech had two new gliders that are

suitable for powering with turbines or

EDF units, the 1:3.6 scale ASH26E,

which has a wingspan of 5000mm

(197”) and length of 1960mm (77.2”),

and the 1:3.5 scale ASW 20L, which has

a wingspan of 4740mm (187”)and

length of 1950mm (76.7”). Also displa-

yed was a new F-8 Crusader (photo 28)

to 1:6 scale and suitable for turbines of

JET POWER 2018
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Weight check before flying: any models exceeding25Kg must have passed German certification.
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160 to 220 Newtons thrust, having a

wingspan of 1810mm (71”) and length of

2768mm (109”), being expected to

weigh around 17Kg (37.4lb) when fully

fuelled with 5 litres of kerosene. The

Crusader is expected to become availa-

ble during 2019.

www.paritech.de

Pirotti displayed their new all composite

Rebel Max sport jet both in the air

(photo 29A), where it made some

superb flights, and on the stand, taking

up most of the available space due to its

substantial dimensions. The model has

a wingspan of 3100mm (122”) and

length of 3400mm (134”), and is suitable

for turbines of 200 to 250 Newtons

thrust, weighing only 25Kg (55lb) fuelled

(photo 29B). Due to the clever way the

fuselage can be split for transport, the

largest section of the Rebel Max fusela-

ge is in fact shorter than the largest sec-

tion of the (smaller) Rebel Pro fuselage!

Currently the Rebel Max is expected to

be available from Jan/Feb 2019.

www.pirottimodels.com

RC Aeropassion has now officially

taken over production of the range of

models developed by BS-Jets, this

including models such as the popular

Stiletto, the Trinity (photo 30) and the

unusual X3 (photo 31).

www.rc-aeropassion.com

SAB is very well known in the R/C Heli

world for producing some of the very

best blades as well as the now legenda-

ry Goblin series of helicopters. This year

at JetPower they made their debut in the

jet world and....what a debut! Their flight

displays were amongst the most specta-

cular and popular thanks to a mix of fac-

tors: their 3 sport jets were different from

AUTHOR & PHOTOGRAPHER: RCJI STAFF
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1400mm (55”). All three models have fibreglass fuselages,

with the flying surfaces being built-up from balsa and then film

covered, being supplied with electric retracts together with

servo operated gear doors. Suitable for 90mm EDF units run-

ning on 6 cells, the models are can also be turbine powered

using turbines of around 25 Newtons thrust.

www.sebart.it

Skymaster once again had a large stand, and were showing

a very nice example of their new and very large all composite

Viperjet. Produced to 1:2.5 scale, this large but light model

JET POWER 2018
33A

35

36

33B

anything seen until now, having excellent flight performance

along with specially choreographed flight routines created

specifically for these models. The new SAB Jet line is called

Antartica, and it comprises the Tortuga, Drake and Havok

models: the Tortuga (photo 32) is a small and very fast tailless

canard of 840mm (33”) wingspan, intended both for either

electric prop power (with optional vector thrust system) or for

the various micro turbines available today with a thrust level

of between 15 and 25 Newtons. The Drake (photo 33A +

33B)is a bit like the "big brother" of the Tortuga, being

2200mm (87”) long with a wingspan of 1750mm (69”), and for

120 to 250 Newton thrust turbines. Utilising the same thrust

level turbines the Havok (photo 34) is certainly the most extre-

me of the designs, with its forward swept 1690mm (67”) wing,

with the fuselage being 2360mm (93”) long. Both the Havok

and the Drake are supplied complete with working canards,

fuel tank and vector tailpipe, ready for electric retracts to be

installed. 

www.sabitaly.it

Sebart were showing 3 new mini scale jet models this year,

an L-39 with a wingspan of 1215mm (48”) and length of

1460mm (57”), an MB-339 (photo 35) with a wingspan of

1380mm (54”) and length of 1440mm (65”) and a BAe Hawk

(photo 36) with a wingspan of 1295mm (51”) and length of

34
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time and money through the long deve-

lopment process. Built to 1:5 scale, the

Harrier has already demonstrated both

conventional and hovering flight under

complete control, the final step of transi-

tion being all that is left, this requiring a

final prototype combining all that has

been learnt so far. Currently it is hoped

that the first kits will be available during

2019, the Harrier having a wingspan of

1850mm (72.8”) and length of 2824mm

(111”) and an all up weight of 26-28Kg

(57.2 to 61.6lb). The final new model

under development is an Su-30 to 1:6

scale, designed for two turbines of 180

to 210 Newtons thrust, this large and

impressive model also due to be availa-

ble during 2019.

www.skymasterjet.com

Socionovi Daniel, very well known for

his fully composite 3 metre wingspan

MB-339, which is produced in collabora-

tion with Cmodels, this year demonstra-

ted in flight an even bigger example of

this popular Italian jet, which was first

unveiled last year: at 1:2.4 scale, it's

enormous (photo 38A-38B-38C)!  With a

wingspan of 4500mm (177"), it weighs

62Kg (136.7 lb) flight ready, powered by

a Jetcat P400! The flight performance

was superb, it appeared very "light" in the

air, and is incredibly realistic. This giant

model is now in production, and the wai-

ting list is getting longer by the day!

AUTHOR & PHOTOGRAPHER: RCJI STAFF
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Stefan Volkers’s ME-262 taking off

has a wingspan of 3560mm (140”) and

length of 3380mm (133”), with a dry

weight of 26-28Kg (57.2 to 61.6lb),

requiring a turbine of 210 to 250

Newtons thrust. Available now, the Viper

is offered in a huge range of colour

schemes, and of course retracts, fuel

tanks, tailpipes, scale cockpits etc are

all produced specifically for this model.

As might be expected from the size of

this model, the fuselage breaks into sec-

tions for transport/storage. Creating a

huge amount of interest was the

Pegasus lift/thrust system (photo 37A-

37B-37C), which creates at least 38Kg

(83.6lb) thrust, that Skymaster have

developed for their forthcoming AV-8B

Harrier II, this challenging project having

been the subject of a vast amount of
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Sorvolando Compositi was present

with their usual large stand full of the

highest quality composite materials,

glues etc (photo 39), and with two of his

fully composite 1:5 scale F-84s: the first

prototype that was originally shown last

year (photo 40A), and a second one in

the "Getti Tonanti" scheme (photo 40B);

this subject is becoming more and more

popular, and the Sorvolando Compositi's

one is certainly worth considering!

www.sorvolandocompositi.it
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Vitaly Robertus’ incredible MiG-29 was displayed at 2019 China JWM booth

40A
40B

39

41

Tomahawk Design had one of the show

stopping models at the event, with their

new 1:2.5 scale BAe Hawk, the bare

fuselage of this model having been seen

at last year's show. The completed

Hawk is more than impressive, being

not just enormous but beautifully fini-

shed, and having no less than a JetCat

P550 turbine for power (photo 41)!

Weighing between 70 and 80 Kg (154 to

176lb) the model has a wingspan of

3800mm (150”) and length of 4900mm

(193”), and is of course fully composite,

whilst the flying performance was stun-

ning, the sit of the model in the air and

the slow and graceful response to the

controls meant that it looked incredibly

realistic in flight. Now available to pre-

order, I wonder how many of these ama-

zing models will be seen at flying fields

around the world. At a more realistic size

for most modellers is the new fully aeroba-

tic Swift S-1 glider, which is suitable for

either EDF or turbine power, and utilises

fibreglass fuselage construction and car-

bonfibre wing construction to give an

JET POWER 2018
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extremely strong airframe. The Swift is

1:3.8 scale, having a wingspan of 3330mm

(131”) and length of 1800mm (71”).

www.tomahawk-design.com

Ullermann had an all moulded airframe

for a 1:8.5 scale turbine/EDF SAAB

Viggen on their stand (photo 42), this

attractive looking model being designed

for 80 to 120 Newton turbines or EDF

units with a similar thrust level. Weight is

expected to be around 10 to 12Kg, with

the wingspan being 1260mm (50”) and

length 2000mm (79”), and the model is

expected to be available in summer

2019. Also new is a high flow

refuelling/defueling pump designed to fill

the larger tanks now commonly used in

some the bigger jets now being flown.

www.ullermann-kleinstfoerdertechnik.com

ZN Line have made steady progress

with their updating and redevelopment

of the Christen Diffusion range of scale

jets, having taken over this line last year.

The latest model that is now available is

the 1:6.4 scale Rafale C (photo 42), this

being of all composite construction, with

the wings and rudder being manufactu-

red using vacuum sandwich technology

for maximum strength with minimum

weight. The model is designed to use

either two 80 Newton turbines or one

130 to 140 Newton turbine, the Rafale

having a wingspan of 1620 mm (64”)

and length of 2250mm (89”) with an

expected weight of 13 to 14 Kg (28.6 to

30.8lb). Behotec produce the high quali-

ty retracts and oleos for the Rafale.

Currently the model uses bag tanks to

reduce weight, whilst 3D printing has

been used to produce many of the scale

detail parts used. The next model to be

released will be a Su-35.

www.znline.com
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One of the famous British “Red’s Duo” Futuras
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